LAX AOA Vehicle Service Road Map 2021

Emergency Telephone Numbers
Airport Police Emergency: (424) 646-7911
Airport Operations (ARCC): (424) 646-6292

Restricted Access
West Gates
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C

Vehicle Service Road (VSR): 20 mph
Taxi lane Access Road / VSR: 10 mph
Restricted Access VSR: Ops, Police, Fire & approved construction vehicles only
Jet Blast Hazard: Denotes area prone to high Jet Blast risk.
VSR Zipper Marking: Denotes where a vehicle service road crosses a taxiway. Give way to aircraft. Do not block area.

Vehicle Secured Area Access Post - Legend

Not to be used for navigation. Consult current government publications & NOTAMS. Effective 03/2021
Safe Driver Checklist:

1. Be familiar with airfield layout, signs, and markings.
2. Conduct a walk around inspection of your vehicle to check the condition before driving.
3. **Never** drive on a taxiway or runway, remain on vehicle service roads and ramp areas.
4. Always remain clear of zipper markings where service roads cross taxiways.
5. **Ensure there is no backup of vehicles before proceeding across zipper markings.**
6. Always maintain situational awareness.
7. Yield to aircraft and emergency vehicles.
8. Know and comply with all AOA speed limits.
9. Reduce speed & use additional caution when driving in fog, rain, gusting winds & at night.
10. Use caution for aircraft engine jet blast.
11. Park only in designated parking locations.